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This is the second solo record featuring the singing of Lizzie
Higgins, one of our finest traditional singers, now at the height
of her powers. The north-east of Scotland has been known for
200 years as a region rich in tradition, and recent collecting
has shown this still to be the case. Lizzie features on this
record some of the big ballads for which the area is famed,
such as The Twa Brothers, The Cruel Mother and The Forester.
Like her famous mother, the late Jeannie Robertson, she has
the grandeur to give these pieces their full majestic impact.
Her father, Donald Higgins, was equally important in her
musical development, for his piping had a distinct effect upon
her singing style, with its fluid decoration and its expressive
and commanding tone.
Some of the songs, for instance Lady Mary Ann, use bagpipe
airs, and instrumental music, whether of pipe or fiddle, is part
of the heritage of the travelling stock from which Lizzie comes.
Although she is city-bred and born, never knowing the roving
life at first hand, the closeness of her community meant that
she inherited the rich and varied tradition of its songs, music
and stories. MacDonald of Glencoe and Lord Lovat, among
others on this record, represent the lyrical tradition for which
Lizzie’s style of singing is ideally suited. These examples of
high emotion are balanced by pieces of jaunty dance music
like Tammy Toddles and Up and Awa’ wi’ the Laverock and such
cheek humour as Aul’ Roguie Gray or Soo Sewin’ Silk.
Taken together the performances on this record amount to
a masterly account of the folk song of Scotland from a singer
establishing herself as its finest living exponent. Although the
music and poetry are in many cases the result of centuries of
artistic distillation, the universality of the observation and its
expression is in the most fundamental sense contemporary
and Lizzie Higgins’s skill gives us an interpretation as
consummate as any the songs have experienced.

The Singer
Good traditional singers depend to a considerable extent upon
their background to equip them with the necessary artistic
experience and skill, accumulated by preceding generations.
It is not surprising then to find in Lizzie Higgins a superb
exponent of Scots folk song, for she has all the advantages of
being born in the right region, the right community and,
most important of all, the right family. The singing of her
mother, Jeannie Robertson, and the piping of her father,
Donald Higgins, were her first musical influences, and by the
age of four she was humming pipe tunes and beginning to
absorb the rich heritage of her own travelling community, as
well as demonstrating her own incipient musical talents.
Elizabeth Ann Higgins, now Mrs Youlden, was born in 1929
in Aberdeen, but unlike her forebears, including her parents,
she has had little experience of the travelling life. However,
the strong family ties which remain in her community have
enabled her to retain and participate fully in her cultural
heritage. She was helped by the perceptive encouragement
of her headmaster, Mr Craig; as Lizzie herself recalls, ‘Even
as a child I knew he was an unusual headmaster.... He was a
great lover of all the poets - Keats, Yeats, Byron, Longfellow,
Shakespeare.’ He saw the same intensity of imagination in his
pupil, whom he pronounced ‘a child of the arts’.
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At home in Causewayend there was music and song from
both mother and father, and the many relatives who came by
to sing or play, or just to exchange news. It was the pipe music
that most affected Lizzie, and with such excellent pipers as
her father and his brother Isaac, who lived with the family
for many years, she was seldom without the stimulus of her
favourite music. Jeannie’s songs were always ringing through
the house and Maria Stewart, Jeannie’s own mother and
source of much of her repertoire, was also an influence. There
were songs too from her father’s side, learned by him from
his mother, Christine Stewart, some probably going back to
Donald Stewart, Christine’s father, and a piper with a lasting
and legendary reputation.
The second world War and the bombing which accompanied
it brought Lizzie’s early happiness to an end when her mother,
frightened by two raids that had damaged the Causewayend
school, insisted that the family move to Banchory, some 17
miles from the city. Here she met with her first strong taste of
the social-racial discriminations that are the lot of the socalled ‘tinkers’. It was particularly distressing to Lizzie that
the school should be one of the main tormentors, especially
during her early teens when a girl is emotionally at her
most vulnerable. Despite her strong, and at times forceful
personality, her sensitive nature obliged her to seek respite
from this disturbing experience, and she left school at the
earliest opportunity. These incidents were philosophically
absorbed and, as she explains, ‘this is why I grew up to have no
racial discrimination myself .’

Back now in Aberdeen, she started work as a fish filleter, and
although it is a very hard life, it gave her an opportunity to
stand on her own feet and earn the respect of both her fellow
workers and her employers. Work and conditions were ‘rough
and tough’, as Lizzie describes them; ‘I was only a kid of nine
stone (and) I was lifting nine stone of fish, my equal weight
pound for pound.’ The basic wage at the time was £4.12.6,
and a 12 or 14 hour day was commonly worked to supplement
earnings.
In 1953 Hamish Henderson, of the School of Scottish Studies,
came to record her mother, revealing to the world her mastery
of traditional singing. Lizzie too was recorded at this time,
and appears on one of her mother’s early records, singing
children’s street songs with her. She has one solo track on a
School of Scottish Studies record, but otherwise she shied
away from singing, allowing her mother all the limelight. As
Lizzie explains it,’The folk scene claimed Jeannie, I didnae
want it tae claim me,’ and so she remained in her mother’s
shadow practically unknown to folk song enthusiasts.
A few fortunate friends sometimes heard Lizzie sing in her
mother’s house, but it was not till 1967 that I persuaded
her to appear at a concert of traditional performers I was
organising, as part of the Aberdeen Folk Festival. Her impact
was immediate, for despite her lack of public experience she
was surprisingly composed and her singing remarkably well
finished. She was given considerable encouragement by her
mother who, by a bitter stroke of irony, of which we were then
unaware, was making her last major singing appearance at
the same concert. Her father too gave advice, and in ways her
mother could not, he helped her find her own identity as a
singer, for her main problem was to escape being labelled
merely as Jeannie Robertson’s daughter. This was largely a
matter of audience expectation, and strangely enough was not
nearly so evident in Aberdeen as in more distant places.
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Lizzie recalls the frustration of singing to audiences of
‘Jeannie’s followers’, who readily appreciated her mother,
‘and yet I was lucky if a tenth of that people knew what I was
singing about.’ This problem extended to her first solo record
when she was persuaded to sing ‘too much of Jeannie’s stuff’,
some of which she felt she had not worked on sufficiently.
Many people would have accepted parental fame as a stepping
stone for their own advancement, but Lizzie has always felt the
need to succeed on her own terms, such is her personality.
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The last few years have been difficult ones for Lizzie, with
the death of her father and more recently, that of her mother.
Jeannie’s ill health had become serious over the past half
dozen years, and the main burden of caring for her naturally
fell upon her daughter. She has found fulfilment singing as
guest in many of the more discriminating folk song clubs in
Scotland, England and Wales, and has been invited abroad.
She is liable to drop in at her local club, even on nights when
she is not the star singer, her relationship with the folk song
revival clearly being of great mutual benefit.
The Singing
The inevitable question that arises when considering Lizzie’s
vocal style is its relationship to that of her mother, whose
singing she heard so much during her formative years, and
from whom she learned so many songs. While acknowledging
this influence, it is at least as important to examine the
obvious differences that exist between the two singers,
divergences which indicate a distinct and individual approach
on Lizzie’s part.
Lizzie was recorded at the time her mother was first found,
and can be heard singing along with Jeannie on the Prestige
International LP The World’s Greatest Folk Singer. At this
time Jeannie’s voice had more of the bell-like clarity that her
daughter has now, but even then the differences in tone are

quite evident. One hears a darker quality in Jeannie’s voice,
one which became more pronounced as she got older, and
went hand in hand with her delivery of contained passion.
Like her mother Lizzie tends to convey meaning and emphasis
by means of subtle melodic and decorative changes, but
in addition she varies her tone to a greater extent. These
modifications can be compared to those in the bagpipe,
which changes from a rich husky low pitch, through a round,
sonorous middle register, to ringing high notes. Unlike
Jeannie she uses virtually no vibrato and only very occasional
and slight portamento (sliding).
The most easily recognised difference between the singing of
Jeannie Robertson and her daughter is Lizzie’s use of much
more frequent and plentiful decoration. In the notes to the
first British record ever to include her (Back O’Benachie,
Topic 12T180) I drew attention to this trait in Lizzie’s singing
and suggested that it was evidence of Irish influence. It has
been proposed that her ornamentation ‘almost recalls the
sean nos of the west of lreland’, but clearly such comparisons
are mistaken, for her style is distinctly Scots, unaffected, in
as far as this is ever the case, by other traditions. Basically the
difference between the typically Scots style of decoration and
that in the west of Ireland lies in its relationship to melody, and
indeed the whole approach to melody is different in the two
traditions. Samuel Bayard characterises the ornamentation in
Ireland as ‘almost impeding the onward course of the melody’,
and again, as ‘wavering and unemphatic’. This could never be
a description of Lizzie’s style which serves rather to emphasise
the tune and particularly the cadence endings. This is most
noticeable in her use of the mordent to draw attention to a
drop of a tone in the melody, particularly at the end of a line.
The second verse of The Twa Brothers provides a good
example of the extensive use of this ornament, which appears
on the words highlighted:
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l winnae play at the stane chicken,
Or will I play at the ba’.
But I’ll gae up tae yon bonnie green hills
An’ there we’ll wrastle an’ fa’.
The decoration on ‘play’ in the second line is sung so slowly it
can be considered a melodic variation, and that executed on
‘wrastle’ is an inverted mordent, which beautifully highlights
the downward movement of the melody at that point.
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Here is a transcription of the last line, which includes the
four decorations, a number of short grace notes, and at least
indicates the strong rubato (free time) which is virtually
impossible to reflect accurately in print. In fact such singing
can never be truly represented, and this extract is used only as
an aid to listening.

It is noteworthy that, despite having certain stylistic
trademarks, Lizzie varies her approach to songs, in keeping
with their mood or theme. To the lyrical MacDonald
of Glencoe she imparts a smooth flow by use of passing
notes and by restricting the frequency of short grace notes
and mordents, which only appear at line ends. The Lassie
Gathering Nuts gets similar treatment. This example taken
from that song, can be compared to the written version of the
tune from which it only recently evolved (see notes to song).
Passing notes are used on all four words following the definite
article. The ornamentation that follows is interesting and
more elaborate, including two mordents on both the D notes,
a change in the melody involving a descent to C and passing
notes from this pitch up to E.

The first o’ them he’-- s ki -- ssed he ------- r mou ---A --- nd the -- re we’ -- ll wra-a-a-stle a-nd fa--- a’
In using this ornament Lizzie follows her mother, but employs
it far more frequently, and often incorporates additional
grace notes with it. The other common form of decoration
also used by Jeannie, but more lavishly by her daughter, is the
single grace note at the pitch of the last note and leading to
the following note of the melody. This embellishment adds
emphasis to the next note of the tune, causing it to stand
out in relief in a somewhat similar fashion to the manner in
which bagpipe gracing highlights the melody. The habit is
well known in the region, in such singers as John Strachan
and Jimmie MacBeath, and is seen at its most extreme in the
singing of the Shetlander, Bruce Laurenson.

In contrast to the above is the much more emphatic Tammy
Toddles, which has many more grace notes and, in addition,
even stronger effect, employing a full value note as well as a
short grace note as a lead-in to the next melody note.
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Lizzie claims that her style derives from pipe music, though
Ailie Munro observes that her decorations ‘suggest the
ornamentation of eighteenth century “art-music” rather than
that of the pipes’ and points out that ‘it is impossible to imitate
vocally the complex ornaments of pipe music.’ Be that
as it may, Lizzie’s singing owes a clear debt to piping, and she
might be compared to Scottish fiddlers, who achieve nuances
that create the same flavour in their playing as pipers, despite
employing different methods. Tammy Toddles introduces an
interesting rhythmic technique in which the opening of the
line is sung with a fixed pulse, gradually moving into a free
rubato.
Another strongly attacked piece is the title song Up and Awa’
wi’ the Laverock, but instead of using grace notes, which
might hold up the rhythmic flow, all notes are of full value, but
some are short dotted notes given a strong glottal attack i.e. a
sudden closing of the glottis as in a glottal stop.
Possibly the most uncharacteristic singing is to be found on
The Auld Roguie Gray, which bears few of Lizzie’s usual
musical insignia - mordents, grace notes and rubato. This is
the only song with any significant amount of portamento and
there is a broadening of accent in keeping with its rather sly
narrative and urban setting.
From the point of view of comparison with her mother
the most interesting song is undoubtedly Lord Lovat.
The differences that we have already remarked are amply
demonstrated, and in addition the considerable melodic
invention in Lizzie’s singing is evident - see particularly the
third line of the air. A striking and most effective variation
occurs in the last verse when the beginning of the fourth line
and its repeat falls from the fifth of the scale rather than rising

from the tonic as it does in preceding verses. The effect is
to increase the feeling of pathos, which forms such an
important element in the denouement of this song.
Significantly the change is prepared for by introducing it in
the fourth line of the previous verse but not in the repeated
fifth line.
The artistry with which Lizzie makes use of decoration is
superbly demonstrated on this track, when she lends character
to the heroine by lavishing most of the ornamentation upon
her (verses 1 and 5 line 3, verse 2 line 1) while restricting
decoration in passages involving Lord Lovat in order to retain
a stark melodic contour (verses 1, 3 and 5 lines 1 and 2, verse 2
line 3). Not only does this contrast feel right musically, but it
fits perfectly with the male/female and active/passive roles
fundamental to the story. Even the names of the protagonists
- the hard strong Lord Lovat, and the mellifluous Lady Nancy
Bell - fit in perfect juxtaposition.
A simpler and more general form of melodic variation involves
the adaptations that take place from verse to verse in order
that changes in text may fit the basic pattern of the air. Many
of the songs contain examples but perhaps the simplest, and
therefore the easiest to follow, are in the fixed rhythm songs
like The Forester. Variations in timing and emphasis are used
to great effect, the most noticeable being at the mid-point of
the final verse, where an extra beat is inserted to make the last
two crucial lines stand out in relief.
For further reading:
Lizzie Higgins and the Oral Transmission of Ten Child
Ballads by Ailie Munro and Jeannie Robertson: The Child
Ballads by Herschel Gower and James Porter in Scottish
Studies volume 12 (1970).
These two articles contain transcriptions from the two singers,
allowing a direct comparison to be made. Although, as Ailie
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Munro points out ‘nothing can take the place of recorded
sound’ a number of interesting points emerge from the written
copies. In the interest of close comparison between the singers
the same ten ballads are used. This provides a somewhat
restricted view of Lizzie’s style especially as the songs are
chosen from Jeannie’s repertoire and are not all ones which
her daughter sings regularly.
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For further listening:
The Princess of the Thistle (Topic 12T185)
The Muckle Sangs Tangent [Scottish Tradition] - two songs
by Lizzie
The Travelling Stewarts (Topic 12T179) - one song by Lizzie
The Back o’ Benachie (Topic 12T180) - one song by Lizzie
The Berryfields of Blair School of Scottish Studies
[restricted] - one song by Lizzie.
The Songs
Up and Awa’ wi’ the Laverock
Like many pipe tunes, the Jig o’Slurs has a series of parts, and
Andy Hunter has taken two of them to make the verse and
chorus of this song. Andy was a regular visitor to the Higgins
household, leaming songs from Jeannie and piping from
Donald and Isaac. The chorus is a simple catchy stanza of the
sort that pipers commonly use as an aide memoire; the verses
are more elaborately well made.

Lord Lovat (Lord Lovel, Child 75)
This ballad has had a bad press from the scholars because
of the alleged triviality of its story, and indeed one can
understand this attitude in those who have only read the
text. In a performance of such emotional commitment as
Lizzie’s, this universal yet simple narrative cannot fail to grip
the listener. Professor Bronson describes ‘this too, too insipid
ballad’ as being made up of ‘tripping melody and lachrymose
text’; the words are from broadside and the common tune
at least affected by print - it appears in Davidson’s Universal
Melodist (1848). The air here is a distant cousin of the standard
type, but the effect of the melodic differences, which have a
decided highland feel to them, and of the beautifully judged
decoration, creates an effect that is truly ‘magic’.
A very old Perthshire woman taught the piece to Jeannie and
she used it as a lullaby for her daughter, who now naturally
regards it with special affection.
Soo Sewin Silk
In George Kinloch’s Ballad Book (1827) there appears a song
called The Man in the Moon, with the following lines:
		
I saw a sow sewing silk,
		
And the cat was kirning milk;
		
And we’re a’ blind drunk, bousing jolly fou, my jo.
It is at least 200 years old and is still sung nowadays in much
the same form. Like the English ‘Martin said to his Man’ it
makes drunkeness the excuse for fantasy which often contains
political or sexual symbolism. In the same publication are the
similar upside-down pieces Four and Twenty Cripple Tailors
and, closer to Lizzie’s version, Hey the Mantle. The last song is
still quite well known in Aberdeenshire and is a descendant
of Fayr luf, lent thow me thy mentil, joy published in The
Complaynt of Scotland (1549).
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Lady Mary Ann
Many traditional singers know more than one version of the
same song and here Lizzie gives us another setting of The
College Boy (The Bonnie Laddie’s Lang, Lang A’ Growing The Trees They Do Grow High) which appeared on her first
LP. The text came from her father’s aunt, Jean Stewart, and
it has something of the flavour of the printed page. Lizzie
was dissatisfied with the melody used by her great-aunt and,
at her father’s suggestion, put the words to a pipe tune Mrs
MacDonald of Dunacht. The composer of the tune is supposed
to have written it close to a reverberant wall, giving him
echoes of some of the phrases which he then incorporated into
his composition.
MacDonald of Glencoe
A clear example of the ‘broken token’ family of songs, in which
the unrecognised lover tests his sweetheart’s fidelity before
producing the token which reveals his identity. The flowery
language, which does in fact invoke the goddess Flora as well
as mentioning Mount Ida, smacks of the Irish idiom, and
Brigid Tunney of Fermanagh has recorded a very fine version.
Gavin Greig found the song widely known at the beginning of
the century, and his most prolific informant, Bell Robertson,
recalled the text from a broadsheet. The remarkable regularity
of text in most versions does suggest wide printed currency,
dating perhaps from the time of the Peninsular Wars to which
the song refers.

The Forester (The Knight and the
Shepherd’s Daughter, Child 110)
This robust ballad turns on the social transformation of the
heroine from peasant to noblewoman and, as Motherwell
suggest, it is a modernisation of the hag into beauteous maiden
that occurs in such pieces as ‘The Marriage of Sir Gawain’
and in tales in English and Gaelic, both Scots and Irish. Greig
collected a number of sets most of which are close to ours but
the one printed in Last Leaves is longer and more elaborate
than the others and ends even closer to Chaucer’s ‘Wife of
Bath’s Tale’ than is usual. In some versions the girl indicates
her elevated status by translating his name from the Latin.
The melody is the same as that which is in common use in the
North East for The Battle of Harlaw and related to others for
the present song in both Scotland and Ulster.
Tammy Toddles
Child describes The Wee, Wee Man as ‘this extremely airy and
sparkling ballad’, and the description suits the present song.
The resemblances between the two are rather indistinct but
just enough to suggest kinship. Lizzie uses an air closely akin
to that of The Jolly Beggar.
Aul’ Roguie Gray
Charles Lesly, popularly known as Mussel-mou’d Charlie,
died in 1782 at the reputed age of 105. He had his songs
printed for sale by Chalmers of Aberdeen, and these sheets
probably constitute the earliest collection from any oral
source. Among his pieces was The Knave which, title
apart, corresponds to Lizzie’s song. In the 1950s Doris Day
popularised a rather coy pop song version which began ‘I
walked up the street like a good girl should….’
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The Twa Brothers (Child 49)
This is one of the ballads which many scholars had thought
had passed from the folk memory, but is in fact retained on
the tongues of a number of Scots travellers. It has obvious
connections with another song in the repertoire of the late
Jeannie Robertson, My Son David (Child 13) and I have
written elsewhere pointing out the underlying characteristics
of a number of similar ballads in the traveller’s repertoire
(‘Scottish Tinker’s Songs’, Folk Song Journal 1975). The song
was not found in North East Scotland by Gavin Greig nor any
of his co-workers who were collecting at the opening of
the century. Most versions found prior to the discoveries of
the School of Scottish Studies are from the early 19th century
and from further south. The piece probably moved into
the area from outside and of course none are better placed
than the members of the travelling community to act as
distributors.
The Cruel Mother (Child 20)
The versions of this song may be divided into two distinct
types: those in which the final punishment is described
extensively in a series of verses (probably borrowed from
The Maid and the Palmer, Child 21) and others stating the
retribution simply in a single verse. The present set is of the
latter type and concentrates concisely on the central events,
dropping the usual introductory verses. It is related to the
version sent to Kinloch early in the 19th century by the
Beattie family of Stonehaven, suggesting a regional continuity
of over 150 years. The air appears as a published bagpipe tune
Greenwoodside, that title taken from the refrain of the ballad.
It was passed to Lizzie by her father, who learned it from his
mother, and it may well have been in the repertoire of her
father, the piper, Donald Stewart.

The Lassie Gathering Nuts
This song appears in Robert Burns’s compilation of erotic
verse, The Merry Muses of Caledonia, with the direction
that it be sung to the well known air, The Broom of the
Cowdenknowes. Ewan MacColl brought the piece back to life
as a song and Jeannie Robertson learned it from the revival. In
its relatively short journey through the musical imagination of
only a few singers, the plain melody of the book has become
shaped into something vital, indicating the symbiosis between
print and oral tradition that is so often an ingredient of
modern folk song. A French version has the girl collecting
rushes and our set still retains the feeling of courtly formality
and worldly wit typical of much of Gallic song.
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